
The PC7 product line of warning towers 
from Auer Signal offers unmatched signaling 
brightness, versatility and quality. A simplified 
mounting system offers limited inventory 
but flexible connections. The wide variety 
of mounting options fits most any industrial 
application, including vertical, horizontal, a 
variety of pole lengths, and the Auer Signal 
Quick Mount system. The Perfect Module 70 
offers the tallest tower, up to 7 lights, including 
a sound module that can be placed anywhere 
in the tower. The PC7 light modules also offer 
eight colors and a multi-color beacon. Sprecher 
+ Schuh is proud to be the exclusive distributor 
of Auer Signal branded products in the US and 
Canada.

Features
• Modules up to 6 times brighter than other modules for 

many lighting challenges, even full sun outdoors
• Up to 7 lighting or sound modules in one tower offers a 

wider variety of signaling and sound options in one unit
• Integrated LED modules with many options, including 

Steady, Flashing, Strobe, Multi-Strobe, and Rotating 
in a 90 or 180 rpm outputs in Red, Amber, Clear, 
Blue, Green, Yellow, new Magenta, and a Multi-Color 
module

• Rounded top module option for an appealing 
aesthetic finish to any tower

• Sound anywhere in the tower, not just at the top, 
including multi-tone and a new MP3 Voice module

• M12 Plug and Play Connection is a patented, cost-
effective base allowing easy connection to bus and digital 
networks

PC7 Warning Tower Series
Warning Tower Lights



Universally usable tower lights for light and audible signals

PC7 Warning Tower Lights

180° Vertical Beam Angle
This increases the signaling effect and 
ensures that the tower is clearly visible 
at different heights.

Sounder Modules
Superior acoustic performance to other signal 
towers. Multi-tone module, its multi-tone alarm 
sounder module and its innovative MP3/voice 
output module.

Mounting Base 
PC7 offers all common mounting types, which will 
already be familiar from other Auer Signal towers. In 
addition, there is now also an M12 connector base. 

The Transformer
Upper base parts for operation with on 24V and 
110-240V AC. Keeps parts to a minimum.  

PC7 LED  modules offer 7 Colors
not only a higher level of brightness, but also 
completely new functions, such as the simulation 
of a rotating light and the new top module.

Footer adapter 
quick mounting 
system on 
aluminum tube.

Aluminum tube 
base with plastic 
footer

Base for vertical 
mounting

Horizontal 
mounting, with 
pre-mounted 
fixing screws

NPT 1/2” thread, 
Internal mounting 
holes

M12 connector in 
5 and 8 pin sizes

24V for up to 7 
modules

120-240V up to 
3 modules

120-240V up to 
7 modules

Top  
mounting

Inline  
mounting

TM Transition module 
for mounting PC7 
modules on existing 
Modul-Signal 70 bases

LD Diffusor foil (set of 2)

XSS Set for vertical 
mounting Metal 
bracket, cable gland 
for vertical mounting

XWR Bracket for vertical 
mounting of TMR/UMR 
tube base

Accessories
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